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Touching the ski 
with the essentials, 
nothing more!

Haute 
Route 2.0

32

175
GRAMS

> Always available

A simple and winning mix : the powerful RT 2.0 
heel part  has been combined with a classic 
racing toe part more lightweight and simple, 
meeting perfectly in the needs of any 
"uphill addicted" skier.
Easy step-in, even with holder and worn boots.
Kevlar core leash SBC02 included.
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2 | Monolink Technology 1.0

3 | New lever design

5 | Wider leash hollow
 (SB02 leash included)

6 | Integrated heel flap with raiser
 (FLAT MODE, +36 mm,+50 mm)

1 | “Easy Entry System”

8 | Vertical release
 Adjustment (Release 5-10)

9 |  CAM RELEASE SYSTEM®
7 | Lateral release
 adjustment 
 (Release 5-10)

Kevlar® Core Leash Included

> Materials Alu Alloys, 
 POM, Stainless Steel
> Release 5-10
> Adjustment Optional Plates

1 | Easy Entry System: New toe geometry that optimizes the boot step-in,  
 which results extremely reactive and powerful.
2 | Monolink Technology 1.0: One of the toe arms does not present springs,  
 and provides an higher locking stifness in addition to a lower weight.
3 | New Lever Design : the new front lever design provides a more comfortable  
 activation of the same, adding a seat for the pole tip stabilization during the  
 front release.
4 | The SRA CRAMPONS SLOT is included with the binding.

5 | The toe lever presents a wider leash hooking hollow for a simplier   
 insertion of the same. 
6 | Integrated heel flap with raiser provides 3 different walking modes:  
 FLAT MODE, +36 mm and +50 mm.
7 | The Lateral release (Mz) system provides a 5 to10 adjustment range.
8 | The Vertical release (My) system provides a 5 to10 adjustment range.
9 | CAM RELEASE SYSTEM: stabilizes the heel pins and provides the tipical  
 torsional stiffness of the ATK bindings.
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4 | SRA campons slot included


